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On gas dynamics of exhaust valves

Marcus Winroth

CCGEx, KTH Mechanics, Royal Institute of Technology
SE-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract
With increasing effects of global warming, efforts are made to make transporta-
tion in general more fuel efficient. When it comes to internal combustion engines,
the most common way to improve fuel efficiency is through ‘downsizing’. Down-
sizing means that a smaller engine (with lower losses and less weight) performs
the task of a larger engine. This is accomplished by fitting the smaller engine
with a turbocharger, to recover some of the energy in the hot exhaust gases.
Such engine systems need careful optimization and when designing an engine
system it is common to use simplified flow models of the complex geometries
involved. The exhaust valves and ports are usually modelled as straight pipe
flows with a corresponding discharge or loss coefficient, typically determined
through steady-flow experiments with a fixed valve and at low pressure ratios
across the valve. This means that the flow is assumed to be independent of
pressure ratio and quasi-steady.

In the present work these two assumptions have been experimentally tested
by comparing measurements of discharge coefficient under steady and dynamic
conditions. The steady flow experiments were performed in a flow bench, with
a maximum mass flow of 0.5 kg/s at pressures up to 500 kPa. The dynamic
measurements were performed on a pressurized, 2 litre, fixed volume cylinder
with one or two moving valves. Since the volume of the cylinder is fixed, the
experiments were only concerned with the blowdown phase, i.e. the initial part
of the exhaustion process. Initially in the experiments the valve was closed and
the cylinder was pressurized. Once the desired initial pressure (typically in the
range 300-500 kPa) was reached, the valve was opened using an electromagnetic
linear motor, with a lift profile corresponding to different equivalent engine
speeds (in the range 800-1350 rpm).

The results of this investigation show that neither the quasi-steady assump-
tion nor the assumption of pressure-ratio independence holds. This means
that if simulations of the exhaustion process is made, the discharge coefficient
needs to be determined using dynamic experiments with realistic pressure ratios.
Also a measure of the quasi-steadiness has been defined, relating the change
in upstream conditions to the valve motion, i.e. the change in flow restriction,
and this measure has been used to explain why the process cannot be regarded
as quasi-steady.

Key words: Exhaust valve, poppet valve, dynamic valve, engine modeling,
discharge coefficient.
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Gasdynamik för avgasventiler

Marcus Winroth

CCGEx, KTH Mekanik, Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan
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Sammanfattning
P̊a grund av ökande effekter av global uppvärmning, används allt mer resur-
ser för att förbättra bränsleförbrukningen inom transportsektorn. För fordon
med förbränningsmotorer är den vanligaste metoden via s̊a kallad ‘downsizing’.
Downsizing innebär att en mindre motor (med mindre förluster och en lägre
vikt) utför samma arbete som en större motor. Detta kan åstadkommas ge-
nom att den mindre motorn utrustas med en turboladdare som återvinner
en del av energin i de varma avgaserna, som annars g̊ar förlorad. För att en
turboladdad motor skall fungera önskvärt, krävs noggrann optimering av mo-
torsystemet, vilket ofta sker med hjälp av simuleringar. I dessa simuleringar
förenklas strömningen i komplicerade passager som raka rörströmningar med
en kopplad flödeskoefficient. Typiskt bestäms denna experimentellt med kon-
stant flöde, ett l̊agt tryckförh̊allande, och med ett fixt ventillyft. Detta innebär
att flödet antas vara kvasistationärt och att tryckförh̊allandet inte har n̊agon
nämnvärd p̊averkan.

I detta arbete har dessa antaganden testats experimentellt, genom att
jämföra mätningar av flödeskoefficienten under stationära och dynamiska förh̊all-
anden. Experimenten under stationära förh̊allanden utfördes p̊a en flödesbänk
med ett maximalt massflöde p̊a 0.5 kg/s och tryck upp till 500 kPa. De dynamiska
mätningarna genomfördes p̊a en 2-liters cylinder (utan kolv) utrustad med en
eller tv̊a rörliga ventiler. D̊a cylindern hade konstant volym, var det endast
‘blowdown-fasen’ (den första delen av utloppstakten) som undersöktes. I början
av experimenten stängdes ventilen och cylindern trycksattes. När det önskade
initialtrycket (mellan 300-500 kPa) uppn̊addes öppnades ventilen, med hjälp av
en elektromagnetisk linjärmotor, med öppningsprofiler som är ekvivalenta med
olika motorvarvtal (800-1350 varv/min).

Resultaten fr̊an denna undersökning visar att varken det kvasistationära
antagandet eller antagandet om att tryckförh̊allandet kan negligeras h̊aller.
Detta innebär att om en simulering skall genomföras p̊a avgastakten, måste
flödeskoefficienten bestämmas med dynamiska experiment under mer realis-
tiska tryckförh̊allanden. Utöver detta har ett mått definerats, som relaterar
förändringar i uppströmsförh̊allandena till förändringarna i flödesrestriktionen
och som kan användas för att förklara varför utloppstakten inte kan betraktas
som kvasistationär.

Nyckelord: Avgasventil, rörlig ventil, motorsimulering, utsläppskoefficient.
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Preface

In this licentiate thesis the flow related losses over exhaust valves, for internal
combustion engines, has been investigated. Experiments under both steady
and dynamic conditions have been performed in order to test and explain
the underlying assumptions of 1D/0D engine modelling. This thesis starts
with an introduction explaining why this investigation has been undertaken
and a review of the work done on the subject prior to this study. This is
then followed by a chapter explaining some fundamental relations concerning
compressible flow. After this chapter the experimental setup and the methods
used in the experiments are described. In the following chapter the results of
the experiments are given. First the results of the experiments performed under
steady conditions are discussed, this is then followed by the analysis of the
dynamic experiments. In the last section of the result chapter the differences
between a single valve and a double valve cylinder top is discussed. The main
part of the thesis ends with the conclusions that can be made from this study
and proposals future work.

This thesis also has two appendices. In Appendix A a method for charac-
terizing and compensating for the dynamic behaviour of pressure-measurement
installations is described. In addition to the quantitative measurements, oil-film
surface-flow visualizations were performed under steady conditions, the results
of which are given in Appendix B.

February 2017, Stockholm

Marcus Winroth
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Humanity uses increasingly more energy; because of this the anthropogenic
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are increasing. Carbon dioxide (CO2) makes
up for 76 % of all the GHG emissions, see the right-hand chart in Fig. 1.1.
CO2 is produced by the combustion of organic carbon compounds (e.g. wood)
or fossil organic materials (e.g. oil). In the period 1970-2010 the annual
anthropogenic global GHG emissions related to burning of fossil fuels had
increased by 108 % (IPCC 2014). The transportation sector is responsible for
14 % of the total global GHG emissions, see the left-hand chart in Fig. 1.1.
However, internal combustion engines (ICE) (used in for instance cars and
trucks) produce other emissions that can be harmful to both humans and the
environment. Thus the legislations that sets the emission standards, for cars and
heavy-duty vehicles in Europe, have been focused on reducing these emissions.
The latest European emission standard (Euro 6 for light-duty and Euro VI for
heavy-duty engines) covers emissions of: Carbon monoxide (CO), non-methane
hydrocarbons (NMHC), methane (CH4), nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate
matter (PM) and particle number (PN). In order to pass the legislated limits
for these substances manufacturers have been developing new, better exhaust
after-treatment systems (such as selective catalytic reduction (SCR) and diesel
particulate filter (DPF)) and including exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) to the
engine systems. Integration of these systems come with a price. Not only is the
development and manufacturing more expensive but it also increases (or rather
slows down the improvement of) fuel consumption and thus the CO2 emissions.

The first mandatory European CO2 standard for new passenger cars was
set in 2009. This standard set a target for all manufacturers of 130 g/km for
the fleet average CO2 emissions, to be reached by 2015. The next target to
reach is 95 g/km by the year 2021. However, the perhaps biggest driver of
manufacturing fuel-efficient engines is the consumer market. As an example, for
a company dealing with road transport one of the largest expenses will be the
fuel. This means that the fuel efficiency is a key parameter in the procurement
of a new truck. Hence, manufacturers spend large resources in order to produce
competitive, fuel-efficient engines.

If a renewable liquid fuel is used, such as bio-diesel or ethanol, the engines
need to be even more fuel efficient. This is because the energy density of

1



2 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Left: Distribution of global GHG emissions by economic sector.
Right: Distribution of anthropogenic global GHG emissions by gas. Values
are based on emissions during 2010 (IPCC 2014) (F-gases are fluorinated gases
covered under the Kyoto Protocol).

these fuels is lower than that of diesel or gasoline (Semelsberger et al. 2006,
Karabektas 2009). This means that future engines need to be even more fuel
efficient than the engines of today.

The most common way of increasing the fuel economy is by downsizing.
This means that a smaller engine, which has lower frictional losses and is lighter,
performs the task of a larger engine. To accomplish this the smaller engines
power output needs to be increased. By fitting the smaller engine with a
turbocharger the incoming air is compressed and the engine can burn more
fuel, thus increasing the power output to match that of the larger engine (see
Fig. 1.2). The key is that due to the decrease in losses the smaller engine can
produce the same work as the larger engine using approximately 15 % less fuel
(Karabektas 2009).

If a turbocharger is installed the engine system becomes more complex
than a naturally aspirated engine. This means that the engine system needs
careful optimization to work efficiently. Such optimizations are usually done
using 1D/0D engine simulation tools, such as for instance GT-Power, Ricardo
WAVE or AVL BOOST.

1.1. Internal combustion engines

The most common type of engine, in cars, busses and trucks, is the four-stroke
engine (it is not the exclusive car engine, for instance the Mazda RX-8 uses a
Wankel engine). Depending on what type of fuel is used the engine will have
slightly different design, but the working principle is the same. Referring to
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of a typical engine system with short route EGR (image
courtesy of Nils Tillmark).

Fig. 1.3: Slightly before the piston reaches the top dead centre (TDC) the intake
valve opens. As the piston (which is connected to the crank shaft) is moving
down in the cylinder fresh air (or air-fuel mixture for a pre-mixed petrol engine)
is drawn into cylinder (intake stroke). When the piston reaches the bottom
dead centre (BDC) the intake valve closes and the piston is driven upwards,
compressing the gas in the cylinder (compression stroke). When the piston is
close to TDC fuel is injected (in the case of a direct injected engine) and the
combustion is initiated (by the pressure for a diesel or by the spark plug for a
petrol engine). Due to the combustion the pressure rapidly rises and forces the
piston to move downwards (power stroke). Slightly before the piston reaches
BDC the exhaust valve opens and the pressure difference over the valve initiates
the emptying of the burned gases. As the piston is moving upwards again, any
residual gases will be pushed out (exhaust stroke) and the cycle restarts from
the intake stroke. For more reading on internal combustion engines (ICE) see
e.g. Heywood (1988).

In Fig. 1.4 a simplified model of a diesel engine cylinder is shown (although
this model only shows one intake and one exhaust valve, most modern engines
have four valves per cylinder). The limited space available on a cylinder top
puts a constraint on the size of the valves. Because the pressure ratio over the
intake valve is small, relative to the exhaust valve, the intake port (coloured
blue) usually has a larger diameter than the exhaust port (coloured red). Both
the intake and exhaust valves are poppet type valves. Although similar, the
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INTAKE COMPRESSION POWER EXHAUST
KTH CCGEx
141007/NT

Figure 1.3: Working cycle of a four-stroke engine (image courtesy of Nils
Tillmark).

Intake port Exhaust port

Piston bowl

Valve head

Valve stem

Valve seat

Figure 1.4: Illustrative image of a simplified diesel engine cylinder. The inlet
port is coloured blue and the exhaust port is coloured red.

shape of the valves and ports has different design features (as they are optimized
for different purposes). The intake valve and port are designed to set up a flow
inside the cylinder that promotes an efficient combustion. The exhaust valve
and port, however, are designed to decrease the overall energy loss associated
with emptying the burned gases. When the exhaust valve opens the valve head
(bottom part of the valve) and the valve seat (the part on the wall that mates
to the valve) will create a flow restriction. This means, for small valve lifts, the
cylinder to port passage forms a convergent-divergent nozzle.
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Figure 1.5: Piston position (blue) and exhaust valve position (red) as a function
of crank angle degrees.

The exhaust stroke can be divided into two phases: Blowdown and dis-
placement. The blowdown phase refers to the initial part of the discharge of
the cylinder, where the flow is driven by the pressure difference between the
cylinder and the exhaust system. The displacement phase denotes the later
part of the exhaust stroke, when the gases are being forced out by the motion
of the piston. In this thesis the gas dynamics of the blowdown phase will be
investigated. The exhaust valve opens (EVO) typically at 50-60 crank angle
degrees (CAD) before BDC and closes somewhere between 8-20 CAD after TDC
(see Fig. 1.5). The pressure ratio across the exhaust valve at EVO is typically
around 5, which means that the flow over the valves is highly compressible (see
chapter 2).

1.2. Discharge coefficient

In 1D/0D simulations complex flows, such as the flow past an exhaust valve, are
modelled as straight pipe flows with a corresponding effective area or discharge
coefficient (CD). CD is defined as the ratio of the actual mass flow (ṁactual)
over the ideal mass flow (ṁideal), for a given valve lift and pressure ratio, see
Eq. (1.1). Thus, if CD can be determined it is easy to estimate the actual mass
flow for any complex geometry:

CD =
ṁactual

ṁideal
. (1.1)

The discharge coefficient of the exhaust valve is determined experimentally.
In industry these experiments are typically performed at fixed valve lifts and
using a low-pressure, steady flow rig. By measuring CD at different valve lifts
a look-up table is created which is used in the simulations to estimate the
mass flow at any given valve lift. The calculated mass flow is then used as the
boundary condition for the 1D simulations of the flow in the exhaust system
(for more information on engine simulations see e.g. Gamma Technologies Inc.
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2009). This means that CD of the valve is assumed to be quasi-steady. Also,
the fact that the experiments are performed at low pressure ratios (unlike the
high pressure ratios present in a real engine) assumes that CD is insensitive to
the pressure ratio over the valve.

The flow past exhaust valves has been studied for a long time. Most of these
investigations have been done with similar experimental setups as described
above. Tanaka (1931) performed flow visualizations on different 2D exhaust
valve geometries (under steady conditions at low pressure ratios) which showed
slightly different flow patterns, depending on valve lift and geometry. This is
used in order to explain the difference in their measured valve efficiencies. In
the same report it is also stated that all the different flow structures that were
observed in the 2D geometry might not exist in the equivalent 3D geometry.
Wang et al. (2015) performed a numerical investigation, using Large Eddy
Simulations (LES), in which two of the flow structures proposed by Tanaka
could be seen. These two structures are: A converging, conical jet for small
valve lifts and a jet that is coaxial to the valve stem for large valve lifts. Wang
et al. also show that 70-80 % of the total pressure loss occurs in the region close
to the minimum flow area. At a valve lift of ` = 5 mm, approximately 27 %
of the total pressure loss of the system occurs in the region leading in to the
minimum area. Tsui et al. (1972) made a similar study to that of Tanaka, using
water as the working fluid. In that study the flow is divided into an inviscid
region (prior to the minimum geometrical flow area), where the total pressure
is conserved and a turbulent jet region, where the total pressure loss varied
cubically with the distance from the minimum geometrical flow area.

Woods (1967) performed an experimental study on how the wall-to-valve
distance influences the discharge coefficient. This was done on a steady, subsonic
flow bench with fixed valve lifts, by changing the cylinder diameter, thus changing
the distance from the valves to the wall (the minimum wall-to-valve distance
was 1.6 mm). This study showed that for small valve lifts (` < 2.5 mm) the
blockage of the wall had no influence. A maximum blockage effect could be seen
for ` = 8.9 mm, giving a maximum CD-decrease of 10 %. At higher valve lifts
the blockage effect continuously decreased in magnitude.

The study by Wang et al. (2015) pointed out that in typical flow bench
experiments (such as experiments typically performed in industry) the maximum
Mach number is M ≤ 0.3. For Mach numbers this low the flow can be considered
incompressible and any effects related to the compressibility of the fluid will
be neglected. Woods & Khan (1965) investigated the effects of high pressure
ratios, using a steady flow bench with pressure ratios up to p0cyl/pport ≈ 4.8
(p0cyl is the cylinder total pressure and pport is the port pressure). It was found
that for low lifts (`/D < 0.04, D is the port diameter) the effective area was
independent of the pressure ratio. For larger valve lifts (at pressure ratios
p0cyl/pport < 2) the effective area either increased or decreased, depending on
the geometry. For p0cyl/pport > 2.2 the effective area was shown to become
constant for any given valve lift. Decker (2013) investigated the values of CD of
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two different geometries under “blowdown-like” conditions. The experiments
consisted of a pressurised cylinder (initial pressure p0i = 800 kPa), which was
fitted to a cylinder top. When the desired initial pressure was reached, the
valve was quickly opened to a fixed lift. CD was investigated in the range
from when the valve was fully open to when the pressure ratio reached the
lower limit for critical flow (supersonic velocities at the minimum flow area). In
that study, CD was shown to increase as the cylinder pressure decreased. The
study showed that a modified port geometry, which gave a 6-7 % increase in
CD for steady measurements, actually showed a decrease of 1-3 % in CD when
measured during the more realistic “blowdown-like” conditions. Hu (1944) used
a similar experimental setup (initial pressures up to p0i = 690 kPa) to study
the effects of different valve and seat geometries. In that study CD was shown
as the average CD through the tested pressure range, and found to only slightly
increase with initial pressure.

Although most literature deals with steady flows, assuming the quasi-steady
assumption to be correct, there are a handful of studies that deal with dynamic
flows (including Hu (1944) and Decker (2013) who had upstream conditions
similar to that of the blowdown phase). Bohac & Landfahrer (1999) compared
mass flow calculated using 1D-simulations, with CD-values obtained through
steady measurements, with the mass flow measured on a pulsating flow bench
(with a pulsation frequency equivalent to 6000 rpm). The measurements were
performed with a fixed valve, at low pressure ratios. In this study the maximum
difference, between the simulated and the measured mass flow, was a 6 %
increase or 7 % decrease (depending on port geometry and valve lift). For valve
lifts most relevant to the engine efficiency, only a 0.5-2.5 % under-prediction of
the mass flow obtained through simulations could be seen. They argue that the
quasi-steady assumption is reasonable and can be used for engine simulations.

Semlitsch et al. (2014, 2015) used LES to study exhaust flows. In Semlitsch
et al. (2014) the effects of pulsations (equivalent to an engine speed of 1500 rpm)
on the flow field in the exhaust port was investigated. Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD) was used to investigate the most energetic flow modes.
It was found that the flow developed very differently using pulsating boundary
conditions as compared to steady conditions. High-energy modes could be seen
in the steady flow case that could not develop in the pulsating case since the
frequency of those modes were to low. Also, the pulsating case had higher
frequency modes that were not present in the steady flow case. This resulted in
a 2 % decrease of CD under pulsating conditions as compared to steady inlet
conditions. In Semlitsch et al. (2015) the flow effects due to the piston and valve
motion was investigated with an engine cylinder head with a straight outlet after
the exhaust port. Simulations using fixed valves and steady inlet conditions
were compared to simulations with both moving valves and piston and with a
simulation case where the valve motion was limited to 5 mm lift and a fully
moving piston. The simulations with both moving valve and piston ranged over
a valve lift from 3.5-15 mm at an engine speed of 1200 rpm. The flow field at
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the end of a discharge period (when the valve had returned to ` = 3.5 mm) was
used for initiation of the flow at the start of each cycle. The initial pressure was
500 kPa in the cylinder and 282 kPa in the exhaust port. The outlet pressure
was varied during the discharge process, to simulate the back pressure increase
caused by a turbine. These simulations were performed under hot conditions,
similar to the conditions of a real engine. The cylinder initial temperature
was 1140 K, the initial temperature in the port was set to 800 K. All walls
were considered isothermal and the cylinder wall and the piston temperatures
were set to 400 K and 600 K respectively, while the port walls were kept at a
temperature of 500 K. No significant change in CD could be observed by using
hot gas instead of the cold gas normally used in flow-bench measurements. It
could also be noted that the cylinder temperature varied isentropically with
the cylinder pressure (see §2.1). Even though large differences in both flow
structures and distribution of mass flow between the two ports could be seen, it
was claimed that the motion of the valve and piston could be neglected when
considering CD.

Benson (1959) compared CD for a two-stroke engine under steady conditions
and dynamic conditions. In the dynamic experiments pressurised air was
supplied to the mechanically driven engine. The release cylinder pressure
was approximately p0i = 4 atm and the release cylinder temperature was
approximately 290 K. The mass flow out of the cylinder was calculated from the
cylinder pressure trace and the release cylinder temperature. It was shown that
CD measured during dynamic conditions was considerably lower than those
measured under steady conditions.

Woods & Khan (1967) tested the quasi-steady assumption of the exhaust
valve by comparing pressure measurements on a dynamically discharging cylinder
(without piston, but including a moving poppet valve) and pressures calculated
using 1D simulations and a CD obtained through steady flow experiments. The
experiments were done at room temperature with an initial cylinder pressure
range of p0i ∈ [189, 352] kPa for an engine speed range of n ∈ [407, 808] rpm.
In that paper results are shown for the case of p0i = 330 kPa and n = 808 rpm.
Woods & Khan conclude that even though CD depends on both valve lift
and pressure ratio, the pressure ratio can be neglected in the unsteady flow
calculations. The reason for this is that the effective area is independent of
pressure ratio at low valve lifts and at higher valve lifts (where it is more
sensitive) the pressure ratio change is small. From comparing the simulated
pressure traces, in the cylinder and in a flow restriction downstream of the port,
with the measured pressures it is also stated that the quasi-steady assumption
for CD is justified.

The present thesis is an experimental study of the validity of the assumption
of quasi-steadiness and pressure-ratio independence of CD of a poppet type
exhaust valve during the blowdown phase. This will be done by comparing
CD obtained through steady measurements with dynamic measurements of CD
at different equivalent engine speeds and initial cylinder pressures. Also the
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influence of the valve position relative to the cylinder wall, during dynamic
discharge, is investigated. Further the discharge coefficient using two valves as
compared to a single valve is studied. This study is done in order to increase
the knowledge about the exhaust process of an internal combustion engine and
thus enable further enhancements of simplified models for engine optimization
and predictive 1D/0D simulations.



Chapter 2

Compressible flow

In this chapter the underlying physics and the necessary equations that describe
the exhaust flow will be discussed For more reading on compressible flows see
e.g. Anderson (2004).

2.1. Isentropic relations

An adiabatic process refers to a process where no heat is added to or taken
away from the system, i.e. δq = 0, where δq is the incremental addition of heat
to the system (lower case letters denote specific values, i.e. per unit mass).

If a process has no dissipative phenomenon, i.e. there is no effect of viscosity,
thermal conductivity and mass diffusion, it is a reversible process. This means
that it is possible to reverse the process to recover the initial state again, i.e.
ds = 0, where s is the entropy of the system. A process is called isentropic if
the process is both adiabatic and reversible.

The first law of thermodynamics states that the change of internal energy
(e) of a system can be described by the following equation:

de = δq + δw , (2.1)

where δw is the work done on the system by the surrounding. The internal
energy is a state variable. This means that de is only dependent on the initial
and final state. δq and δw, however, are dependent on the process itself, i.e. how
the system got from the initial to the final state. If a process is reversible the
work done on the system will be the pressure-volume work (work done through
a change in volume). Also, if the heat addition is expressed in terms of entropy
change Eq. (2.1) becomes:

Tds = de+ pdv , (2.2)

where T is the temperature, p is the pressure and dv is the change in specific
volume. Now introduce the state quantity enthalpy (h), defined as:

h = e+ pv . (2.3)

Differentiating and rearranging Eq. (2.3) yields:

10
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de = dh− pdv − vdp . (2.4)

If the gas is thermally perfect the change in enthalpy is given as:

dh = cpdT , (2.5)

where cp is the specific heat capacity of the gas at constant pressure. Using
Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.5) in Eq. (2.2) one gets:

ds = cp
dT

T
− vdp

T
. (2.6)

By using the ideal-gas law pv = RT , Eq. (2.6) can be written as:

ds = cp
dT

T
−Rdp

p
, (2.7)

where R is the specific gas constant. If the gas is calorically perfect (cp is
constant) this is easily integrated from state 1 to state 2.

∆s = cp ln
(T2
T1

)
−R ln

(p2
p1

)
. (2.8)

Until this point the only assumption made on the process is that it is reversible. If
the process is adiabatic as well (i.e. an isentropic process ∆s = 0) a relationship
for temperature, pressure and density can be found as:

T2
T1

=
(p2
p1

)R/cp
=
(p2
p1

)(γ−1)/γ

=
(ρ2
ρ1

)γ−1

, (2.9)

where ρ is the density and γ is the ratio of specific heat capacity at constant
pressure and constant volume (γ = cp/cv, R = cp − cv). Relations 2.9 are
usually referred to as the isentropic relations.

2.2. Converging-diverging nozzle

A quasi-1D, steady, isentropic, compressible flow (with no body forces) are
governed by the following set of equations. The continuity equation:

u1ρ1A1 = u2ρ2A2 , (2.10)

the momentum equation:

p1A1 + ρ1u
2
1A1 +

A2ˆ

A1

pdA = p2A2 + ρ2u
2
2A2 , (2.11)

and the energy equation:
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Figure 2.1: Control volume.

h1 +
u21
2

= h2 +
u22
2
, (2.12)

where A is the flow area, u is the fluid velocity and subscripts 1 and 2 denote
the inlet and outlet of the control volume respectively, see Fig. 2.1. The energy
equation can be written in terms of temperature, to read:

cpT1 +
u21
2

= cpT2 +
u22
2
. (2.13)

The stagnation pressure, temperature and density (p0, T0 and ρ0) is the
state reached if the flow is isentropically brought to rest (u = 0). For an
isentropic flow the stagnation properties are constant. If stagnation conditions
are used at the inlet, then Eq. (2.13) becomes (condition 2 can be anywhere, so
there is no need for the subscript 2):

cpT0 = cpT +
u2

2
. (2.14)

The temperature ratio can then be written as:

T0
T

= 1 +
u2

2cpT
= 1 +

u2

2γRT/(γ − 1)
. (2.15)

If the definition of the speed of sound, a =
√
γRT , is used in this equation the

following expression for the temperature ratio is found:

T0
T

= 1 +
γ − 1

2

(u
a

)2
= 1 +

γ − 1

2
M2 , (2.16)

where M is the local Mach number (M = u/a). Using Eq. (2.16) and the
isentropic relations (Eq. (2.9)) similar relations are found for the pressure and
density ratios.

The exhaust valve and port are similar a convergent-divergent nozzle. To
discuss the behaviour of flows through such a nozzle, consider an isentropic flow
(p0, T0, ρ0 is constant) through the simplified geometry shown in Fig. 2.2. The
incoming subsonic flow (M < 1) is accelerated as the area decreases towards
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p
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A

Figure 2.2: Convergent-divergent supersonic nozzle.

the throat. If the pressure ratio p0/p
∗ is large enough (see Eq. (2.16)) the flow

will reach sonic velocity (M∗ = 1) at the minimum area (A∗) (asterisk is used
to denote sonic conditions). After the minimum area the flow expands and
the velocity and Mach number continue to increase (M > 1). When the flow
reaches sonic conditions in the minimum area the flow is said to be “choked”.

For a steady choked flow the continuity equation states:

ṁ = ρuA = ρ∗u∗A∗ . (2.17)

If this equation is written for the area ratio it becomes:

A

A∗ =
ρ∗

ρ0

ρ0
ρ

u∗

u
=
ρ∗

ρ0

ρ0
ρ

a∗

u
. (2.18)

By using Eq. (2.16) and Eq. (2.9) this can be written as:

A

A∗ =
( 2

γ + 1

)1/(γ−1)(
1 +

γ − 1

2
M2
)1/(γ−1) a∗

u
. (2.19)

If the sonic conditions are used in Eq. (2.13) and cp = γR/(γ − 1) is used the
following expression is found:

γRT

γ − 1
+
u2

2
=
γRT ∗

γ − 1
+
u∗2

2
. (2.20)

During sonic conditions u∗ = a∗, so Eq. (2.20) can be written as:

a2

γ − 1
+
u2

2
= a∗2

γ + 1

2(γ − 1)
. (2.21)

By dividing Eq. (2.21) by u2 an expression for (a∗/u)2 can be found:
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1

M2

1

γ − 1
+

1

2
=
(a∗
u

)2 γ + 1

2(γ − 1)
⇒
(a∗
u

)2
=

1 + γ−1
2 M2

γ+1
2 M2

. (2.22)

Using Eq. (2.22) in Eq. (2.19) and rearranging the terms one finds that the
Mach number at any position is a function of the ratio of the local area to the
minimum area:

( A
A∗

)2
=

1

M2

[
2

γ + 1

(
1 +

γ − 1

2
M2
)](γ+1)/(γ−1)

. (2.23)

This means that it is possible to get an estimate of the Mach number at
any position in the geometry if the minimum area is known and if the flow is
close to isentropic.

In order to evaluate CD the ideal mass flow needs to be calculated. The
ideal mass flow is the steady, isentropic mass flow through the geometry. In this
study mainly choked flows are considered, hence the derivation of the isentropic
mass flow will be done for choked conditions:

ṁideal = ρ∗u∗A∗ =
ρ∗

ρ0
ρ0
a∗

a0
a0A

∗ . (2.24)

Since a =
√
γRT the ratio a∗/a0 =

√
(T ∗/T0) as well as the density ratio can

be calculated using Eq. (2.16) for M = 1. The ideal gas law and the definition
of the speed of sound can be used to express Eq. (2.24) in measurable quantities:

ṁideal =
( 2

γ + 1

)1/(γ−1) p0
RT0

( 2

γ + 1

)1/2√
γRT0A

∗ . (2.25)

This expression can be simplified to:

ṁideal = AT p0

√
γ

RT0

( 2

γ + 1

)(γ+1)/[2(γ−1)]

, (2.26)

where AT is the minimum geometrical flow area (often called throat area), which,
if the flow is isentropic, is equal to the minimum flow area (AT = A∗). Note
that since the flow, after the minimum flow area, is supersonic no information of
what is happening to the flow downstream of the minimum area will be able to
travel upstream. This means that any flow “resistance” that occurs downstream
of the minimum area, e.g. shock waves or wall friction, will have no effect on
the mass flow through the setup. It will however affect the total pressure loss
of the entire system.

A similar derivation can be made for subsonic flows, the mass flow can then
be calculated as:
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ṁideal =
AT p0√
RT0

(pT
p0

)1/γ{ 2γ

γ − 1

[
1−

(pT
p0

)(γ−1)/γ
]}1/2

, (2.27)

where pT is the pressure at the minimum area. Since the flow is subsonic the
pressure ratio pT /p0 is not constant, thus both p0 and pT need to be known in
order to calculate the isentropic mass flow.

2.3. Cylinder exhaustion

So far the discussion has been centred on steady flows, where the upstream
conditions have been constant, however the exhaustion of a pressurised cylinder
is an unsteady process. The big difference between the steady flow scenario and
the exhaustion process is the available amount of energy. For a steady flow there
is a constant flux of energy at the system boundary that keeps the upstream
conditions constant. However, for an exhaustion process there is no influx of
energy into the cylinder, i.e. there is a finite amount of energy available which
is set by the initial conditions. The energy of the gas in the cylinder can be
divided into three different types: Internal energy, kinetic energy and potential
energy. The specific internal energy for a calorically perfect gas is defined as:

e = cvT . (2.28)

To investigate how much internal energy (E) is left in the cylinder after a
certain time (t) of discharging mass, Eq. (2.28) is multiplied with the mass in
the cylinder at that time. Using the ideal gas law the energy can be written in
terms of pressure:

E(t) = m(t)cvT (t) =
cv
R
V p(t) =

p(t)V

γ − 1
, (2.29)

where V is the constant volume of the cylinder and m is the mass of the gas in
the cylinder. Thus the total amount of energy in the cylinder can be written as:

Etot =
pV

γ − 1
+

1

2
ρV u2 + ρgzV , (2.30)

where z is the height difference to the outlet of the cylinder and g is the
acceleration of gravity. The second term in Eq. (2.30) is the kinetic energy and
the third term is the potential energy. Dividing the kinetic and potential energy
by the internal energy it is possible to evaluate the relative magnitude of each
term:

Etot(γ − 1)

pV
= 1 +

γ − 1

2

ρu2

p
+
ρgz(γ − 1)

p
. (2.31)

The second term in Eq. (2.31) can be rewritten in terms of Mach number:
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γ − 1

2

ρu2

p
=
γ(γ − 1)

2

u2

γRT
=
γ(γ − 1)

2
M2 . (2.32)

Assuming a mass flow of 0.5 kg/s (maximum of the steady flow trials, see
Chapter 4) at a pressure of 420 kPa and a temperature of 290 K gives a density
of ρ ≈ 5 kg/m3 and a Mach number M ≈ 0.026. Given the geometry of the
cylinder (see Chapter 3) the height is z = 177 mm. Using these numbers it can
be seen that the kinetic energy and the potential energy is four and six orders
of magnitude smaller than the internal energy, respectively.

This means that the energy available to push the air out of the cylinder is
proportional to the pressure in the cylinder and that the only way to decrease
the pressure is to exhaust mass from the cylinder. As the cylinder is emptying,
the pressure in the cylinder is decreasing and thus the upstream properties
(p0 and T0) are constantly changing over time. This means that the flow is
inherently never truly steady. However, if the characteristic time scale of the
flow is much smaller than the characteristic time scale of the exhaust process it
can be viewed as quasi-steady.

The characteristic length scale of both the exhaust process and of the
flow can be taken as the valve lift or the port diameter. This means that two
characteristic velocities can be used to compare the two characteristic time
scales. The flows characteristic velocity is usually taken to be the speed of sound
(∼ O(102) [m/s]). Where as for the exhaust process it is related to the change
in flow area, i.e. the speed of the valve (∼ O(100) [m/s]). By this reasoning the
time scale of the flow is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the time
scale of the discharge. This is the basis for the quasi-steady assumption of CD.



Chapter 3

Experimental setups and method

In this chapter the experimental setups will be described as well as the method
used for determining the discharge coefficient.

The experiments that have been performed in this campaign can be divided
into two types: Dynamic and static. The dynamic experiments include having a
moving valve and discharging a pressurised cylinder, of similar size as an engine
cylinder (§3.1). Both the valves and the valve seats are taken from a Scania
production diesel engine. In the static experiments the valve is set to a fixed
valve lift and a steady flow experiment is run using a gas stand (§3.2). Photos
of the two single-valve test rigs can be seen in Fig. 3.1.

Since one of the main objectives is to test the quasi-steady assumption the
static and the dynamic setup share the key components, such as valve and port
etc. The same is true for the tests using two valves (see §3.3).

3.1. Dynamic valve

The setup for the dynamic valve experiments consist of a 2-litre cylinder (bore
B = 120 mm, stroke S = 177 mm) that is being clamped between a top and
bottom plate, both 20 mm thick (see Fig. 3.2). The cylinder is sealed using two
130 mm O-rings, that are inlaid in the 10 mm thick cylinder wall, which is being
squished when the cylinder is clamped. The cylinder has three pressure taps
(placed 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75S from the cylinder top) and three axially co-located
taps for temperature probes. Initial testing of the setup showed negligible
difference between the three different cylinder pressure mountings (less than the
sensor uncertainty), thus it was decided to use only the centrally placed tap in
the experiments. All pressures are measured using Kistler 4045A5 piezoresistive
transducers and the temperature is measured using a T-type thermocouple and
a Fluke 51-II thermocouple reader. Close to the bottom of the cylinder a small
pressure inlet allows compressed air to enter the cylinder. For these experiments
the workshop pressurized air supply was used.

The top plate has a 45◦ “lead in” to a pocket that holds a 45◦, co-axial
valve-seat and a 35 mm diameter exhaust port (D) (see Fig. 3.3). The valve
seat has two pressure taps on opposite sides, with a diameter of 1 mm, with
their centres located 0.9 mm from the leading edge of the 45◦ flat section. The
taps are connected to the sides of the top plate, through two 3 mm diameter

17
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Figure 3.1: Photos of the experimental setups (the outlet is to the left in the
photos). Top: Dynamic valve setup. Bottom: Static valve setup.

pressure ports with a length of 68 mm, where two pressure sensors are externally
mounted. The diameters of the pressure taps were kept large and the length of
the pressure ports was made as short as possible in order to minimize damping
of the pressure measurements (Bajsić et al. 2007) (discussed in Appendix A).
The port connects to a 35 mm diameter straight outlet pipe (approximately
15D long) that exhausts to the atmosphere. The outlet pipe also hosts two
1 mm pressure taps that are located 2D and 2.5D downstream of the cylinder
top. Slightly downstream of the pressure taps the outlet pipe has a tripod
valve guide that fix the valve stem to the centre of the pipe. To decrease the
aerodynamic blockage the leading and trailing edges of the 1 mm thick tripod
arms and the guide tube (which has a wall thickness of 2 mm) have been filed
down to an angle of 30◦ with respect to the setups major axis.

In order to increase the sealing ability, the valve (which has an outer
diameter of φ = 41 mm) has been painted with a rubber spray-paint. This is
necessary since a perfect alignment of the valve to the seat is (nearly) impossible
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Figure 3.2: Schematic sketch of the dynamic valve setup.

without turning the seat to the right shape in situ. The rubber coating has a
thickness less than that of a normal A4-paper (i.e. <0.1 mm).

In contrast to an engine, that uses a cam, in the present setup the valve
is connected to a LinMot P10-70x320U electromagnetic linear motor, using a
valve actuation rod (VAR), which allows the valve position to be controlled.
The VAR passes through the bottom plate via a guide and is sealed using a
spring-loaded circular seal, to stop leakage along this path. In order for the
linear motor to cope with the large forces required to actuate the valve when
the cylinder is pressurized, the bottom plate and the VAR compresses a spring
during valve closing. The spring generates a force of approximately 300 N when
the valve is fully closed (about half of the force on the valve caused by the
pressure difference between the cylinder and the outlet at a cylinder pressure of
500 kPa).

The top and bottom plate has stadium shaped sinks (5 mm deep), in which
the cylinder is fitted. This allows the cylinder to be moved relative to the
top and bottom, thus allowing the radial position of the valve to be changed.
When the valve was set to the maximum radial offset, the distance between the
cylinder wall and the valve was 2 mm (similar to the distance in a real engine).

The valve position is measured using a Novotechnik TE1-0025 linear trans-
ducer that is connected to the slider of the linear motor. All data have been
acquired with a sampling frequency of 25 kHz using a 16-bit National Instrument
PCI-6250 A/D-converter.

When running the rig, the valve is closed and the cylinder is slowly pressur-
ized to the desired initial pressure. When the temperature has stabilized the
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Figure 3.3: Schematic sketch of the valve, seat, port and the approximate
position of the seat pressure measurement.

Equivalent engine Initial cylinder pressure (p0i) [kPa]
speed (n) [rpm] 300 350 400 450 500

800 C C C C C
900 C C C, R C C, R
1100 C C C C C
1350 C, D C, D C, D C, D C, D

Table 3.1: Experimental matrix for the dynamic experiments. Markings: C
denotes centrally mounted valve, R denotes maximum radial offset of the valve
position, D denotes double-valve configuration.

linear motor is triggered and the valve is actuated. The linear motor will open
the valve according to a pre-programmed sinusoidal lift-profile that is equivalent
to the lift profile of an engine at a given engine speed (n). This is done 8 times
for each condition and the data is later ensemble averaged.

Table 3.1 shows the different conditions that has been tested using the
dynamic valve setup. All experiments have been run “cold”, i.e. the initial
in-cylinder temperature is the same as the room temperature.

Figure 3.4 shows the valve-lift profiles for the first 8 mm for all the different
single, centrally placed valve test cases. It can be seen that the valve-lift profile
varies slightly with the initial pressure (this is discussed further in §4.2).
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Figure 3.4: Valve lift as a function of time.
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Table 3.2: Experimental matrix for the static experiments.

Valve lift [mm] 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 valve ṁ [g/s] 5-20 20-70 20-140 60-200 60-300 140-360 140-500
2 valves ṁ [g/s] 5-20 10-125 20-300 40-490 60-500 60-500 60-500

3.2. Static valve

The setup for measurements using a static valve consists of the same cylinder
top, exhaust valve and outlet pipe as used in the dynamic valve experiments.

In the static setup the cylinder (same dimensions as in the dynamic setup)
is now connected to a 7 degree diffuser (diffusing from a diameter of 47 to
118.5 mm) which is connected to the CICERO high-pressure gas stand (see
§3.2.1). The cylinder hosts two taps for Pitot pressure-probes (or static pressure
measurements) and two axially co-located taps for total temperature probes
(located 0.25 and 0.5S from the top plate). In the flange, connecting the cylinder
and diffuser, a holder crosses the pipe that allows for the VAR to be held and
locked at any fixed valve lift (using a nut on either side of the holder).

Once the valve lift is set the flow is adjusted to a specified mass flow. The
mass-flow rates were set to cover the range of mass flows obtained through the
dynamic experiments for the given valve lift. For the double valve experiments,
the static data were collected before the dynamic experiments. Thus, to ensure
that the relevant mass flows were tested a larger range of mass flows were tested.
Data were collected at a sampling frequency of 16 kHz, over 5 seconds in order
to get a stable average.

3.2.1. Gas-stand Laboratory - CICERO

The static valve experiments were performed in the CICERO-laboratory, at
the Fluid Physics Laboratory at KTH (Laurantzon et al. 2012). Two screw
compressors (Ingersoll Rand Nirvana 75 and SSR ML75, C in Fig. 3.5) supply
pressurised dried air to a tank (T), that is kept at a nominal pressure of 530 kPa.
The system is capable of delivering a maximum mass flow of 0.5 kg/s at a
pressure of 500 kPa into the laboratory. The compressors and the tank are
located in a rock shelter about ten meters below the ground and the air is
delivered to the laboratory through a 30 m long pipeline system (pipe diameter
100 mm). Before entering the laboratory, the piping is split into a main branch
(going to the test section) and a bypass branch (used for stabilising the flow
through the rig, especially for low flow rates). Two valves regulate the flow
through the main and the bypass branches (Vm and Vb, respectively). The
flow in the main branch is measured using an ABB FMT500-IG hot-film type
mass-flow meter (A). After this the flow goes through an electric heater (not
used in this study, H in Fig. 3.5) and out to the two test sites. Two butterfly
valves (Vba and Vbb) allow the user to choose which of the sites to use. In these
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Figure 3.5: Schematic sketch of the CICERO laboratory.

experiments the 7 degree conical diffuser (D) in the static valve setup (S) was
connected to the butterfly valve using a 2 m long pressure hose (L) with an
inner diameter of 50 mm.

3.3. Double valve

A setup was also created to investigate how a double-valve system compare to the
single-valve geometry (as four valves/cylinder is the most common configuration
in engines today, see Fig. 3.6). The valves are identical to the single-valve setup.
The only difference to the seat is that in the double-valve geometry the seat
pressure is not measured. The centre-to-centre distance between the valves is
45.5 mm and each valve has an isolated outlet of the same length as in the
single-valve geometry. The pressure in the outlet pipes is measured 2D from
the cylinder top. The VAR goes from the linear motor and through the bottom
plate in the way as in the single-valve setup. Inside the cylinder the VAR is
locked to a small coupling plate that is connected to two rods, that are attached
to the valves (see Fig. 3.6). In this way both valves can be actuated using only
one linear motor.

Since the valve lift is measured on the slider of the linear motor (not directly
on the separate valves) it is important to investigate how the two valve lifts
correlate to the measured one. This is important to do in the double-valve setup
since the VAR-to-valve connection is not as rigid as in the single-valve setup,
because of the small coupling plate. To compensate for the different valve lift-off
(the instance the valve actually releases from the seat) the correlation of the
pressure trace from the outlet pipes was used. The lag between the two pressure
traces is used to take into account the delay of the lift-off when evaluating the
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Figure 3.6: Left: Photo of the bottom side of the cylinder top with the two-valve
setup for tests to investigate the valve opening timing (note: the valves are
red due to the rubber coating). Right: Schematic figure of a typical four-valve
cylinder top, as seen from below.

data. The lagged valve will then follow the lift curve starting from the lift at
the lagged time, with the lift off-set removed so the lift starts from ` = 0 mm.

In order to make sure that the outlet pressure trace could be used to
accurately find this lag time, a set of experiments were conducted where the
valves were fitted with an aluminium strip across the region that contacts the
seat (see Fig. 3.6). A 5 V electrical potential was applied across the aluminium
strips and the cylinder top. Thus when a valve is closed the measured potential
difference is 0 V and as soon as the physical contact is broken (lift-off) a 5 V
signal is measured. This method generates a very distinct step for each valve
and the lag time is easily determined, however it can not be used during the
“real” experiments as the aluminium foil caused leakage. These experiments did
however show a nearly perfect correlation between the lag obtained from the
pressure traces and the physical contacts.

3.4. Time-resolved mass flow

In order to compare CD obtained through steady flow measurements with CD
for the dynamic valve system it is necessary to measure the temporally resolved
mass flow during the discharge process. Time-resolved mass-flow measurements
in pipe flows are normally done by traversing a hot-wire probe over the cross
sectional area of the pipe (Laurantzon et al. 2012) or by using a vortex-shedding
meter (Ford et al. 2016). However if CD is to be correlated to a certain lift, it
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is necessary to place the mass-flow meter very close to the valve itself. This is
because it is not known how the density is changing along the outlet pipe, and
thus the time lag of the measurement relative to the lift becomes unknown.

Instead of using the above mentioned, more traditional method, it is possible
to determine the mass of the air that has left the cylinder using the cylinder
pressure (Povey & Beard 2008).

The time resolved mass of air contained in the cylinder is determined using
the ideal gas law:

m(t) =
V p(t)

RT (t)
. (3.1)

To use Eq. (3.1) directly it is necessary to measure both the time-resolved
temperature as well as the pressure. Although measuring time-resolved pressure
is considered an easy task (if the sensor is flush mounted), measuring temporally
resolved temperature is not straightforward. This is usually accomplished using
a cold-wire thermometer, which can have a relatively high roll-off frequency
(dependent on the wire length and diameter Arwatz et al. 2013). The difficulty
starts when the temperature change is large, as in the present experiments
(∆T ≈ 100 K). Then the conduction of heat from the prongs to the wire becomes
large, since the thermal inertia of the prongs is high. This means that, if the
temperature falls very rapidly the temperature that is measured will be higher
than the true temperature.

The expansion of the air in the cylinder can however be viewed as an
isentropic process (Povey & Beard 2008). Thus the temperature is related to
the pressure as follows:

p1
p2

=
(T1
T2

) γ
γ−1

, (3.2)

where the subscript 1 and 2 refers to two instances in time. Eq. (3.2) can thus
be used to calculate the time resolved temperature, see Eq. (3.3):

T (t) = T0i

(p(t)
p0i

) γ−1
γ

, (3.3)

where T0i and p0i are the initial stagnation temperature and pressure, respec-
tively. If Eq. (3.3) is used in Eq. (3.1) and differentiated with respect to time
the following relationship is found for the time-resolved mass flow:

ṁ =
dm

dt
=

V

γRT0i

(p0i
p

) γ−1
γ dp

dt
. (3.4)

As an example Fig. 3.7 shows the cylinder pressure measurement and the mass
flow calculated from this pressure trace, for a valve-opening time corresponding
to an engine speed of 900 rpm with an initial cylinder pressure of p0i = 500 kPa.
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Figure 3.7: Example of cylinder pressure trace (left) and calculated mass flow
(right). Case: 900 rpm with 500 kPa initial pressure.

3.5. Geometrical minimum flow area

When calculating the isentropic mass flow, to be used for the determination of
CD, a reference area (AT ) is needed (see Eq. (2.26) and (2.27)). A commonly
used area is the curtain area (the circumference of the outer part of the valve
times the lift height), also the port cross-sectional area is sometimes used.
Although the reference area can be chosen arbitrarily the area that makes
most physical sense to use is the minimum geometrical area, since this area
(together with the upstream total pressure) governs the mass flow during choked
conditions (Eq. (2.26)). Also, when calculating the isentropic mass flow, for
subsonic flows, the pressure at the reference area (pT ) is needed (Eq. (2.27)).

The minimum geometrical area is calculated as the surface area of a section
of a cone, i.e. a conical frustum area (see Fig. 3.8). The distance between the
valve and the seat makes the slant height of the frustum (s):

s =
√

(r2 − r1)2 + `2 , (3.5)

where ` is the valve lift, r1 is the radius of the valve at the minimum area and
r2 is radius of the valve seat at the minimum area. The surface area is then
calculated using the following expression:

AT = π(r1 + r2)s = π(r1 + r2)
√

(r2 − r1)2 + `2 . (3.6)

In order to calculate the minimum geometrical area the valve, seat and port
geometry is drawn in Matlab (see Fig. 3.3). By marching along the perimeter
of the valve seat and port, the minimum geometrical flow area is calculated
for each of these sets of coordinates (xvalve, yvalve) and (xseat, yseat), using a
different form of Eq. (3.6). Note that the minimum flow area does not necessarily
coincide with the minimum distance between the valve and seat, due to the
change in radius:
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Figure 3.8: Frustum area.

AT = π(xvalve + xseat)
√

(xseat − xvalve)2 + (yseat − yvalve)2 . (3.7)

The minimum of these sets of areas is thus the minimum geometrical flow area
for that specific valve lift. This process is used to generate a map of areas that
corresponds to certain valve lifts (0− 17 mm in steps of 0.01 mm). The area of
the experimentally measured lifts is then linearly interpolated from this map.
The minimum geometrical flow area plotted as a function of valve lift can be
seen in Fig. 3.9.

In Fig. 3.10 the position of the minimum area can be seen for valve lifts
ranging 4 − 8 mm. For valve lifts 0.5 mm < ` < 5.95 mm the minimum
geometrical area lies between the back of the 45◦ flat section of the valve and
the flat section of the seat. As the lift is increasing (from 0.5 mm) the position
of the minimum area will march from the back of the flat section of the seat
towards the leading edge of the flat section. When 5.95 mm < ` < 6.94 mm the
minimum area lies between the leading edge of the flat section of the seat and
the back of the flat section of the valve and only the angle of the frustum is
changing. Then as the lift is increased further, the position of the minimum
area “jumps” back to the trailing edge of the flat section of the seat.

Figure 3.9: Minimum geometrical flow area for the single-valve setup as a
function of valve lift.
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Since the position of the minimum area is changing, it is impossible to
measure the true throat pressure with a pressure tap at a fixed position. This
means that this method cannot be used for CD calulations for subsonic flows.
It also implies that the seat pressure (pT ), that is measured 0.9 mm from the
leading edge of the flat section of the seat, cannot be directly used as a “check”
to decide if the flow is choked or not.

When the position of the minimum area does this “jump”, pT should
experience an abrupt change in pressure. This would be due to the change
in pressure from making the measurement downstream of the minimum area
(region of potential supersonic velocities) versus measuring upstream of the
minimum area where pT > 0.53p0 (see chapter 2).

Figure 3.10: Valve and port geometry for valve lifts of 4− 8 mm. The dashed
lines marks the minimum geometrical flow area. For location of the pressure
tap see Fig. 3.3.



Chapter 4

Results

In this chapter the results and analysis of the experiments will be presented.
The results of the static single-valve experiments are presented in §4.1. In §4.2
the data from the dynamic single-valve experiments are presented and discussed.
The experiments dealing with the double-valve setup is discussed in §4.3.

Since there is no piston in the setup, the model experiments are only valid
during the blow-down phase. Because of this the analysis will only deal with
low to medium valve lifts (` < 8 mm).

4.1. Static valve

An overview of the flow regimes that are present during the static valve experi-
ments can be depicted by the pressure ratio of cylinder total pressure (p0cyl)
to back pressure (pback, measured in the outlet pipe), see Fig. 4.1. In the top
figure the pressure ratio is shown as a function of mass flow, whereas in the
bottom one it is shown versus cylinder total pressure.

Two different regimes can be observed in Fig. 4.1. Regime-I is characterised
by an increasing pressure ratio as mass flow or cylinder pressure is increased.
Regime-II occurs for the higher valve-lifts at higher mass flows or cylinder
pressures. When the flow enters regime-II a step increases in the pressure ratio
is observed after which it becomes more or less constant. The size and position
of the step are dependent on the valve lift. It was also noted that when the flow
entered regime-II the noise made by the rig changed.

It is hypothesised that this change in regimes is due to a change in shock
pattern inside the port and back pipe. During regime-I an oblique, conical shock
pattern exists in the port and back pipe that increases the pressure gradually
through the passage. As the cylinder pressure is increased the strength and
position of these shocks should change. If the cylinder pressure is increased to
a critical level the flow enters regime-II, where the shock pattern would change
so that a terminal shock stands at the end of the outlet pipe and the flow can
expand better through the port. This critical level depends on the valve lift, as
this determines the geometry. As the valve lift increases the expansion becomes
less aggressive which is why the required cylinder pressure, to enter regime-II,
decreases as valve lift is increased. This is also why regime-II is not observed
for valve lifts below 4 mm for the pressure range tested in this campaign. The
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Figure 4.1: Pressure ratio of cylinder total pressure over back pressure as a
function of mass flow (top) and as a function of cylinder total pressure (bottom).

fact that the pressure ratio goes to a constant level indicates that there is little
change in the upstream conditions, since if the total pressure loss is constant
the pressure ratio (or Mach number) is set by the area ratio of the local area
and the minimum flow area.

When the flow is expanded as much as it is for the ` = 4 and 5 mm cases,
the air temperature becomes very low (T ≈ −120◦ C). The tests at these
conditions lasted for approximately 5-10 minutes, which should be enough to
cool the pressure transducers down significantly. The transducers will not reach
temperatures as low as the main flow due to heating from the room, thermal
inertia of the pipe and the transducer casing itself and the fact that the sensing
elements are located in a silicone oil inside the sensor. Despite of the above
mentioned points, the transducer will get cold which will affect the accuracy of
the pressure measurement. This means that the back pressure cannot be used
to quantitatively assess the Mach number in the back pipe but it can still be
used to qualitatively distinguish between the two flow regimes.
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The shock patterns have been investigated to some extent, through surface-
flow visualizations, and the results of this is presented in Appendix B.

To see the effects of pressure ratio on the value of CD, Fig. 4.2 shows the
discharge coefficient as a function of cylinder total pressure. The discharge
coefficient (CDback) has been calculated using the back pressure and the cor-
responding outlet pipe flow area (with the valve-stem area subtracted) as a
reference minimum area (see Eq. (2.26) and (2.27)). This is the method usually
used in industry today (with low pressure ratios). It can be seen in Fig. 4.2
that for low cylinder pressures (or pressure ratio of cylinder to outlet pressure)
as the cylinder pressure is increased the discharge coefficient decreases. This is
likely caused by the increase in gas velocity, which acts to increase frictional
losses as well as losses connected to the converging and the diverging part of
the valve and port (as effects of compressibility is becoming more important).
As the cylinder pressure is increased further only a slight linear decrease can
still be seen.

The fact that there is a large difference between the low and high pressure
ratio cases indicates that the effects of compressibility can not be neglected,
when measuring CD. It also shows that it might be sufficient to measure the
CD for the first choked condition, i.e. if a steady measurement of CD is to be
performed the pressure ratio in the experiments should be high enough to cover
the correct loss mechanisms.

Instead of using the outlet-pipe area, as a reference area, it is more logical
from a physical basis to use the minimum geometrical area, as discussed in §3.5.
Since the position of the minimum geometrical area is continuously changing it
is not possible to monitor the corresponding pressure. However, if the flow is
choked the ratio of total to throat pressure is fixed at p0/pT ≈ 1.89 (see chapter

Figure 4.2: CD (calculated using the back pressure and corresponding reference
area) as a function of cylinder total pressure. Error bars mark the 95 %
confidence interval based on the standard deviation of the measurements sampled
over 5 seconds.
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2). This means that the isentropic mass flow, under choked conditions, can be
calculated without measuring the throat pressure (see Eq.(2.26)). This puts a
constraint on the experiments concerning CD calculations using the minimum
area as a reference area, namely: The flow must be choked.

In order to check if the flow is choked the seat pressure can be studied.
Since the pressure tap is located early in the “nozzle” (formed between the
valve and seat/port), i.e. before the rapid expansion, the shocks should occur
downstream of the pressure tap. This means that the total pressure loss should
be small and that the ratio of total-to-seat pressure (p0/pseat) should be set by
the flow-area ratio (see chapter 2). To clarify, if the flow is choked the pressure
ratio p0/pseat should be constant and any change in this ratio is associated to
an upstream change in effective area (total pressure loss or change in upstream
flow topology, such as separation bubbles).

In Fig. 4.3 p0cyl/pseat is plotted as a function of the cylinder total pressure.
It can be seen in this figure that the flow chokes for a cylinder total pressure in
the range p0cyl ∈ [158, 193] kPa, depending on valve lift.

The discharge coefficients as a function of cylinder total pressure, for the
tested valve lifts, are shown in Fig 4.4 (all of which are under choked condition).
Since the flow is supersonic the mass flow past the valve is only dependent on
the minimum flow area and the total pressure at that position. It can be seen
that as the valve lift is increased so is the value of CD. This is understandable
since the contraction becomes less aggressive as the valve lift is increased and
thus the associated flow losses are decreased. Also, as the flow area increases
the ratio of the wetted surface to the flow area will decrease and thus decrease
frictional losses.

For any given valve lift (although more prominent for low valve lifts), a
decrease in CD can be observed as the cylinder total pressure is increased. Since
the cylinder air temperature was kept constant the density will increase linearly

Figure 4.3: Pressure ratio of cylinder total pressure over seat pressure as a
function of cylinder total pressure.
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Figure 4.4: CD (calculated using the minimum geometrical flow area) as a
function of cylinder total pressure (only choked conditions are plotted). Error
bars mark the 95 % confidence interval based on the standard deviation of the
measurements.

with the cylinder pressure. This means that as the cylinder total pressure
increase the total pressure loss associated with the contraction (which is a
function of the dynamic pressure, ρu2/2) and wall friction (which is a function
of the Reynolds number) will increase.

4.2. Dynamic valve

To demonstrate the repeatability of the experiments, and to give the reader a
feeling for the signal-to-noise ratio, the raw pressure signal of the 8 trials for 3
different initial pressures for the lowest and highest equivalent engine speed (900
and 1350 rpm) is shown in Fig. 4.5. The valve lift measurement corresponding
to the same two engine speeds at an initial cylinder pressure of 400 kPa is
depicted in Fig. 4.6. It can be seen that the repeatability is very high but it can
also be observed that there is a fair amount of noise on the signals. This noise
is generated by the linear motor used to actuate the valve. The noise could be
reduced somewhat by adding a ground root from the rig itself. However, there
is still some noise left and in order to further increase the signal-to-noise ratio,
for each case 8 trials were performed and ensemble averaged.

In the 1350 rpm case a noticeable discrepancy in the valve lift profile can
be seen at around 18-25 ms (see Fig. 4.6). This is caused by the active control
of the linear motor, which is trying to follow the pre-programmed lift profile.
However since this deviation is happening at a valve lift higher than the valve
lift of interest it is not a concern in this study.

The valve lift is normalised with the local maximum lift (`max) and the
time is normalised with the corresponding time (tm, marked with dashed lines
in Fig. 4.6). This allows for a qualitative comparison of the lift profile for the
different test cases, see Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8. In these figures the input curve is
also plotted, i.e. the lift profile that the motor is trying to follow.
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Figure 4.5: Cylinder pressure for each trial (8 for each case) for an equivalent
engine speed of 900 rpm (top) and 1350 rpm (bottom), with p0i = 300, 400,
500 kPa.

900 rpm

1350 rpm

Figure 4.6: Valve lift profile for each trial for an equivalent engine speed of
900 rpm and 1350 rpm with p0i = 400 kPa. The black dashed lines marks the
valve lift (lmax) and time (tm) used when normalising the valve lift profiles.
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In Fig. 4.7 it can be seen that none of the lift profiles match the input profile
exactly. The 800 and 900 rpm cases have a tendency to give slightly lower valve
lift than the input, whereas the 1100 and 1350 rpm cases seem slightly over
compensated and thus have a valve lift which is higher than the input.

When comparing the normalised lift profiles for different initial pressures
(Fig. 4.8) a slight difference in lift profile can be seen for the different test cases.
It can be seen that as the initial cylinder pressure is increased the early part of
the lift profile lags a bit compared to the lower initial pressure cases. However
the differences in the normalised profiles are in general quite small.

As an example Fig. 4.9 shows the mass flow as a function of valve lift for an
engine speed of 900 rpm and 1350 rpm for the different initial cylinder pressures.

As discussed in §4.1 a condition for the calculations of the isentropic mass
flow is that the flow is choked. The method used in the static measurements,
to determine if the choked flow condition is fulfilled, cannot be used in quite
the same way in the dynamic case. In the static case the condition was that
p0/pseat should be constant. In the dynamic case this condition has to be slightly

Figure 4.7: Normalised valve-lift profiles for the different equivalent engine
speeds with an initial cylinder pressure of 300 kPa (top) and 500 kPa (bottom).
The green line shows the pre-programmed profile that the linear motor tries to
reproduce.
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Figure 4.8: Normalised valve lift profiles for the different initial cylinder pressures
with an equivalent engine speed of 900 rpm (top) and 1350 rpm (bottom). The
green line shows the pre-programmed profile that the linear motor tries to
reproduce.

modified, since both the local flow area at the seat pressure measurement and
the cylinder pressure are continuously changing. Instead the measured pressure
ratio p0/pseat can be compared to the pressure ratio estimated from the ratio of
the minimum geometrical area and the area at the seat measurement position.
The case which should reach sub-critical condition at the lowest valve lift is the
p0i = 300 kPa case at an equivalent engine speed of n = 800 rpm. Figure 4.10
shows the measured pressure ratio of the different engine speeds for an initial
cylinder pressure of p0i = 300 kPa. This figure does not show a very good
similarity between the measured pressure ratio and the pressure ratio estimated
from the geometry. This large deviation is however not due to the flow not
being choked but rather by the “installation” of the pressure sensor.

As described in §3.1 the pressure sensors are mounted on the side of the
top plate and the pressure tap in the seat is ported out to the sensor itself.
This setup will form a Helmholtz oscillator, which will affect the pressure that
the sensor experiences. The setup can be modelled as a 1D spring-damped
oscillator and the pressure can then be described by:
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Figure 4.9: Mass flow rate for different initial cylinder pressures as a function
of valve lift for an equivalent engine speed of 900 rpm (top) and 1350 rpm
(bottom).

d2ps
dt2

+ 2ζω0
dps
dt

+ ω2
0ps = ω2

0p , (4.1)

where ps is the pressure the sensor experiences, p is the pressure that one is
trying to measure (the seat pressure in this case), ζ is the damping ratio of the
setup and ω0 is the natural frequency (in radians per second) of the setup. The
natural frequency of the setup can be estimated with good accuracy using the
following relation (Bajsić et al. 2007):

ω0 = a

√
Ap

Lp(V + LpAp/2)
, (4.2)

where a is the speed of sound, Lp is the length of the pressure port, Ap is the
cross sectional area of the pressure port and V is the end volume connecting
to the sensor. The damping ratio is not as easy to estimate, so it has been
determined experimentally. The details of this experiment are described in
more detail in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.10: Seat-to-cylinder pressure ratio versus valve lift for the different
equivalent engine speed with an initial cylinder pressure of 300 kPa.

Figure 4.11: Corrected seat-to-cylinder pressure ratio versus valve lift for the
different equivalent engine speed with an initial cylinder pressure of 300 kPa.

The setup for the seat-pressure measurement was found to be overdamped
with ζ = 3.5 and ω0 = 5400 rad/s. Using these values and Eq. (4.1) the
pressure measurement can be corrected to better reflect the pressure in the seat.
Since Eq. (4.1) is dependent on both the first and second time derivative of
the pressure measurement the signal-to-noise ratio becomes drastically worse.
This means that the corrected seat-pressure measurement is not suitable to
use for quantitative measurements of the seat pressure, but it is still useful for
determining if the flow is choked.

The corrected seat-to-cylinder pressure ratio is plotted in Fig. 4.11. In this
figure it can be seen that the pressure trace of the 800 rpm case starts to deviate
from the trend line, specified from the geometry, at a valve lift ` ≈ 12 mm,
indicating that the flow is no longer choked and that the estimation of the
isentropic mass flow is no longer valid after this lift. Therefore the flow is choked
for all cases in the range of interest (` < 8 mm).
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In Fig. 4.12 CD is plotted as a function of valve lift, where each graph shows
CD for all different initial cylinder pressures for one engine speed together with
the static values of CD. It can be seen that all CD curves have similar profiles,
with a fast non-linear increase at the low valve lifts leading in to a more linearly
increasing section for the higher valve lifts. Comparing the CD curves for the
different p0i, it can be seen that the lower p0i cases give a higher value of CD.
Although this is similar to what was observed for the static CD, it can be seen
that the change in cylinder pressure has a larger effect on the dynamic CD than
for the static one. Also, it appears that the static measurements of CD vastly
overpredicts the value of CD for the discharge process. Further it can be seen
that as the engine speed is increased CD becomes less sensitive to changes in
cylinder pressure.

In Fig. 4.13 CD for the different engine speeds, with p0i = 500 kPa are
plotted as a function of valve lift. From this figure it can be seen that as the
engine speed is increased CD is likewise increased. This is quite surprising,
since one would expect that the engine speed that should be closest to the
static case would be the lowest engine speed (since the flow would then have
the most time to set into a quasi-steady condition). If the assumption that
CD (or rather the exhaustion process) is quasi-steady was true, the dynamic
CD would match the static CD at the corresponding ` and p0 (or equivalently
ṁ). Since the data show that the CD-curves do not match up, the assumption
of quasi-steadiness does not hold. The question then becomes: Why does the
quasi-steady assumption not hold?

One of the major differences between the static and the dynamic experiments
is that in the dynamic experiment the air in the cylinder will accelerate from
nominally stagnant conditions, whereas in the static experiments the flow is
already moving. This means that the inertial effects from accelerating the flow
will be different in the two types of experiments. However if this was the cause
of the change in CD it is expected that as the engine speed is increased the
effects of inertia should increase and thus give a lower value of CD. The opposite
is however observed and it is thus unlikely that the decrease in CD is caused by
inertial effects. This being said, for an extremely fast moving valve inertia must
have an effect, since it is impossible for the gas to have an infinite acceleration.
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Figure 4.12: Dynamic discharge coefficient as a function of valve lift.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of dynamic (for an initial cylinder pressure of 500 kPa)
and static CD as a function of valve lift. For the static cases all mass-flow rates,
for which the flow is choked, are plotted and the solid green line marks the
average value of the static CD.

4.2.1. A measure of quasi-steadiness

The assumption of quasi-steadiness is based on the fact that the valve speed
(O(100) [m/s]) is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the gas velocity
in the throat region (the speed of sound, O(102) [m/s]). When CD is calculated
it is then assumed that for a small change in valve lift the flow can be considered
steady and the isentropic mass flow is calculated for steady conditions. However,
for this to be true the relative rate of change of the upstream conditions (i.e.
the upstream pressure and temperature) needs to be much smaller than the
relative rate of change of the area (which is related to the valve lift):

dp0/dt

p0
<<

dAT /dt

AT
. (4.3)

As described in §2.3, the only way to decrease the cylinder pressure is to
discharge air from the cylinder. This means that Eq. (4.3) can be rewritten in
terms of mass flow and a quasi-steadiness number (QS) can be formulated as:

QS =
ȦT /AT
ṁ/m

. (4.4)

The numerator in Eq. (4.4) can be written as:

ṁ

m
=
ρ∗A∗√γRT ∗

ρ0V
=
RT0A

∗ ρ∗
ρ0
ρ0

√
γRT∗

T0
T0

p0V
. (4.5)

The ratios ρ∗/ρ0 and T ∗/T0 are constant for choked flows (Eq. (2.16)). The
cylinder total temperature (T0) can be written as a function of the cylinder
pressure (p0) using Eq. (2.9) and the cylinder total density can be rewritten in
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terms of pressure and temperature using the ideal gas law. After some algebra
Eq. (4.5) becomes:

ṁ

m
=
A∗√γRT0i

V

( 2

γ + 1

)(γ+1)/[2(γ−1)]( p0
p0i

)(γ−1)/2γ

. (4.6)

Using Eq. (4.6) in Eq. (4.4) and letting A∗ = AT the following expression is
found for QS :

QS =
(γ + 1

2

)(γ+1)/[2(γ−1)](p0i
p0

)(γ−1)/2γ V

AT
√
γRT0i

ȦT
AT

. (4.7)

As stated above, the exhaust process can be considered quasi-steady if
QS >> 1 (exactly how large is not clear but QS > 102 can be considered a
minimum). Consider the expression of QS above, it is expected that if the
volume V is very large the flow should be quasi-steady, the same is true if AT
is very small. Both of these observations fit with what is expected since, if
the volume is large or if the flow area is small the upstream conditions should
experience little change (i.e. for any given lift the upstream conditions are
constant and the flow is quasi-steady). Note that the QS number can only be
used with a dynamic area (because dA/dt = 0⇒ QS = 0 but if A is small the
flow can still be quasi-steady) and for dynamic processes since it is based on
the change in upstream condition.

Figure 4.14 shows QS as a function of valve lift, for an initial pressure
p0i = 500 kPa. It can be noted that QS rapidly decreases with increasing lift
and that QS < 102 for ` > 1 mm for all engine speeds tested in this campaign.
It can be seen in Fig. 4.13 that the static and the dynamic high engine speeds
CD overlap relatively well at ` = 0.5 mm (i.e. for high QS-numbers). It can
also be observed that the dynamic CD starts to deviate from the static CD at
approximately the same valve lifts. This indicates that the QS > 102 criterion
is not strict enough and that QS should be even larger than 102 for the process
to be considered quasi-steady. From Fig. 4.14 it can be noted that as the
engine speed is increased the QS-number is larger for higher engine speeds, thus
indicating that the quasi-steady assumption becomes better for higher engine
speeds. However, as the engine speed is increased at some point inertial effects
will become important and then the static CD will still be overestimating the
mass flow. This means that, when using a 0D-model, a statically measured CD
will always fail to quantitatively represent the true mass flow for the exhaust
process.

4.2.2. Radially offset valve

Experiments were also made to investigate if the radial position of the valve has
a significant influence on CD. This was tested at an equivalent engine speed of
n = 900 rpm and the results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 4.15. It
appears that placing the valve close to the cylinder wall has little to no influence
on CD (up to the maximum radial offset tested in this campaign). This is
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Figure 4.14: QS as a function of valve lift for an initial cylinder pressure
p0i = 500 kPa.

Figure 4.15: Discharge coefficient as a function of valve lift for a centrally placed
valve and a radially displaced valve (valve edge is approximately 2 mm from
the cylinder wall).

because the acceleration rate of the flow, through the narrow section between
the valve and the seat, is so high that it will act to “straighten” the flow, thus
the upstream flow field should have little influence on CD. However, as the valve
lift is increased the small distance between the valve and the wall will affect
the minimum flow area. The minimum flow area will then be restricted by the
presence of the wall and thus not be located entirely in the narrow gap between
the valve and the seat. How the flow area should be calculated is not trivial,
since the flow area is proportional to the flow and the flow field is not known.
Because of this reason, CD for the radially off-centred-valve experiments have
been calculated using the same area as in the centre-valve case. The fact that
no significant difference, between the two CD curves, indicates that the valve is
not sufficiently close to the wall to notably affect the effective area.
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4.3. Double valve

In the present section the results from the double valve experiments are compared
with the single valve results. First the static valve results are presented, after
which the dynamic results are discussed.

In Fig. 4.16 the pressure ratio p0cyl/pback, from the static experiments, are
plotted against p0cyl , for both the single valve setup (solid lines) and the double
valve setup (dashed lines). In the double valve experiments pback refers to the
average pressure of the two outlet pipes. It can be seen that the trend of the
double valve setup matches that of the single valve rig. The same two flow
regimes can be seen in the double valve experiments as were seen in the single
valve study (see §4.1). It can also be seen that the transition between regime-I
and regime-II occurs at the same cylinder pressure for both experimental setups.
This indicates that the double valve setup behaves as two separate valves, which
is somewhat expected since the two valves have separate ports and outlet pipes.
For the larger valve lifts this is also reflected in the values of CD, see Fig. 4.17
and Fig. 4.18. Although the double valve CD shows similar values as the single
valve CD, it can be seen that the double valve rig show a higher dependency
on pressure ratio at low valve lifts (` ≤ 3 mm). Note that there are only two
measurement points in the double valve data for ` = 0.5 mm. The reason for
this is that the rig could not reach a stable condition at higher mass flows than
that corresponding to a cylinder total pressure of p0cyl = 233 kPa.

Dynamic measurements of CD for the double-valve setup were performed
at an equivalent engine speed of n = 1350 rpm. In Fig. 4.19 CD for both the
double (dashed) and single (solid) valve experiments are plotted as a function
valve lift. It can be seen that the double-valve setup in general displays a lower
CD than the corresponding single-valve experiment. The double-valve setup
also exhibits a larger dependency on initial pressure than for the single valve.

Figure 4.16: Pressure ratio of cylinder total pressure over back pressure as
a function of cylinder total pressure. Solid lines: Single valve experiments.
Dashed lines: Double valve experiments.
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Figure 4.17: Static discharge coefficient as a function of cylinder total pressure.
Solid lines: Single valve experiments. Dashed lines: Double valve experiments.

Figure 4.18: Static discharge coefficient as a function of valve lift (the solid lines
marks the average value of CD for a given valve lift).

The trend of lower CD for the double-valve case can not be seen in the static
measurements. The larger pressure ratio dependency is, however, somewhat
reflected in the static measurements (see Fig. 4.18).

As two valves are used instead of one, the available flow area is (approx-
imately) twice as large. This means that the QS number for the double-
valve setup is even lower than that of the corresponding single-valve setup
(QS = f(1/A2

T ) see Eq. (4.7)). The QS number for the double-valve experi-
ments are plotted as a function of valve lift in Fig. 4.20. For comparison the
corresponding single valve QS-number is also plotted in this figure. As expected,
it can be seen that the QS number drops faster for the double-valve setup. This
means that the quasi-steady and pressure ratio insensitivity assumptions are
even less valid for a cylinder top that has two exhaust valves.
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Figure 4.19: Discharge coefficient as a function of valve lift for an equivalent
engine speed of 1350 rpm. Solid lines: Single valve experiments. Dashed lines:
Double valve experiments.

Figure 4.20: Quasi-steadiness number as a function of valve lift for an equivalent
engine speed of 1350 rpm. Solid lines: Single-valve experiments. Dashed lines:
Double-valve experiments.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and future work

An experimental study, investigating the blowdown phase of the exhaust pro-
cess of a four-stroke internal combustion engine has been carried out. The
assumptions made for the exhaust process, in order to use simplified 1D/0D
simulations for engine optimisation, have been tested through a series of experi-
ments; namely the assumptions that the flow can be described as quasi-steady
and pressure-ratio independent. The experiments included measurements of
the discharge coefficient under both steady conditions, using a fixed valve, and
under more engine-like conditions (although only cold flow was considered), with
a dynamic valve. The steady flow experiments were made using a high-pressure
flow bench, with inlet total pressures up to 500 kPa and mass flow rates up to
0.5 kg/s. The dynamic measurements of the discharge coefficient were made
by analysing the exhaustion of a pressurised (fixed volume) cylinder which was
fitted with a 45◦ exhaust valve. The dynamic setup allowed variation of the
initial cylinder pressures, valve opening speeds (equivalent to different engine
speeds) and valve positions (relative to the cylinder wall) to be tested. The
test rig was constructed in such a way that it was also possible to change the
cylinder top to accommodate two valves.

Measurements with a single static valve show a slight decrease in the
discharge coefficient (calculated using the minimum geometrical flow area as
reference area) with increasing pressure ratio across the valve. This trend is more
significant in the double-valve setup, especially for low valve lifts (` ≤ 3 mm). It
has also been shown that the more traditionally calculated discharge coefficient
(based on back pressure and port area) shows a large dependency on the pressure
ratio for subsonic conditions, as compressibility becomes more relevant with
increasing Mach number. When the flow chokes the discharge coefficient becomes
nearly independent of pressure ratio (only a slight decrease with increasing
pressure ratio), as there is no additional source of total pressure loss and the
flow rate is set by the choking area.

Dynamic measurements of the discharge coefficient reveal a larger depen-
dency on pressure ratio than predicted from the static measurements. Similarly
to the static measurements an increase in initial cylinder pressure acts to de-
crease the value of the discharge coefficient. It has also been shown that an
increase in engine speed will increase the value of the discharge coefficient as well
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as decrease the sensitivity on initial cylinder pressure. Even though increasing
the engine speed increases the discharge coefficient it appears that the static
measurements still overestimates the value of the discharge coefficient. This
indicates that the quasi-steady assumption for the discharge coefficient is invalid.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.1 where the cylinder discharge has been simulated
using the statically obtained values of CD and can be compared to the measured
mass flow out of the cylinder.

Based on this finding, a quasi-steadiness number (QS number) was formu-
lated, relating the change in upstream conditions to the change in flow area.
Using this number it is possible to assess if a discharge process can be considered
quasi-steady or not. The QS number has been successfully used to show that
as engine speed is increased the process can be considered quasi-steady up to
higher lifts (even though it is the lower engine speed which retains a high QS
number for the longest time). However, at some point inertial effects should
become important and cause the quasi-steady assumption to fail. Therefore
if a 1D/0D simulation is to be performed the discharge coefficient must be
determined in a dynamic fashion, similar to the dynamic experiments in this
thesis. This becomes even more important for a double exhaust valve cylinder
top, as the larger exhaust area makes the process even less quasi-steady.

Furthermore, it has been shown that the radial position of the valve (within
the tested range) does not significantly affect the value of the discharge coefficient,
during the initial phase of the cylinder exhaustion.

Planned work for the future of this project involves an investigation con-
cerning the formation of shock structures during the blowdown phase. This will
be investigated through a series of visualization experiments. By comparing
the shock structures in a steady flow to those during dynamic conditions will

Figure 5.1: Mass flow calculation of the exhaust process, using a 0D-model
for an initial cylinder pressure p0i = 500 kPa and an equivalent engine speed
n = 800 rpm. The red line shows the measured mass flow and the black line
shows the simulated mass flow using the static CD.
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increase the knowledge of how shock structures develop. A study of this is of
importance to industry as shocks cause a total pressure drop, which affects the
available energy to the turbine. Thus, by increasing the knowledge in this area
will enable more efficient design (in terms of engine efficiency) of valves and
ports as well as possibly more efficient valve strategies.
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Appendix A

Seat pressure correction

Pressure measurements are frequently performed in laboratories and industry,
and considered a rather simple task. For steady flows this is often true, however
when considering unsteady flows one needs to consider the combined dynamics of
the transducer mounting and the transducer itself. Although manufacturers in
general provide data concerning the frequency response of their transducers, this
data holds only for flush mounted transducers. However, often it is not possible
to use flush mounted transducers due to restriction in space or environment.
When this is the case (such as for the seat pressure measurement in this
work, see §4.2) the pressure has to be ported to the sensor using a pneumatic
transmission line. The sensor-transmission line system then forms an acoustic
oscillator, see Fig. A.1. Acoustic oscillators can be modelled as a single degree
of freedom, damped mechanical oscillator and can be described by Eq. (A.1):

d2ps
dt2

+ 2ζω0
dps
dt

+ ω2
0ps = ω2

0p , (A.1)

where p is the pressure of interest, ps the pressure that the transducer measures,
ω0 and ζ the natural frequency and damping ratio of the system, respectively.

The dynamics of such pneumatic transmission lines has been studied before.
Schuder & Binder (1959) found a relation for the pressure variation in transmis-
sion lines which was later extended by (Hougen et al. 1963) into a second order
model for the relation between p and ps. That model was further extended by
(Whitmore & Leondes 1991) to give the following expression for ω0 and ζ:

p ps

V

Trancsucer

φ

L

Figure A.1: Acoustic oscillator.
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Figure A.2: Test rig for membrane burst experiments.

ω0 = a

√
Ap

L(V + LAp/2)
, (A.2)

ζ =
4πµ

ω0ρAp
, (A.3)

where a is the speed of sound, L the length of the transmission line, Ap the
cross sectional area of the transmission line, V the volume of the sensor house,
µ the dynamic viscosity and ρ the density of the fluid.

Bajsić et al. (2007) performed a study of how different lengths and diameters
of the transmission line affects ω0 and ζ. It is shown that ω0 can be well estimated
using Eq. (A.2). However, it is also shown that Eq. (A.3) does not give a good
approximation of ζ.

Because of this it was decided to investigate the dynamics of the seat
pressure measurements (which is used to determine if the exhaust flow is choked,
see §4.2). This was done by analysing the step response of the setup, similar
to the method in Schuder & Binder (1959) and Kawata et al. (2014). The
pressure step was created by pressurising a volume until a neoprene rubber
membrane bursts. A special test rig was designed to ascertain that the method
would produce reliable measurements. A schematic of the test rig can be seen
in Fig. A.2. The test rig allowed different length and diameter tubing to be
tested. It also had a flush mounted, reference pressure transducer to indicate
the time at which the membrane burst.
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Figure A.3: Test of the membrane burst rig. Datum case: L = 880 mm,
φ = 4 mm, V = 4.8 · 10−7 m3.

Figure A.4: Natural frequency (f0 = ω0/2π) as a function of transmission line
length, φ = 4 mm, V = 4.8 · 10−7 m3.

An example of the step response of a pressure measurement installation is
shown in Fig. A.3. Tests were performed with different L and φ to determine
how well this method works, for determining ω0 and ζ. The results (see Fig. A.4
and A.5) show a similar result as was found in the study by Bajsić et al. (2007).
Thus it was decided to use the method of a membrane burst experiment to
investigate the dynamics of the seat pressure measurement installation.

Photos of the membrane burst setup, for the cylinder top experiments, can
be seen in Fig. A.6. When performing the membrane burst experiments on the
cylinder top the port was covered with a cap which hosts a reference pressure
transducer. A 2 mm neoprene rubber membrane was clamped between the top
plate and the bottom plate used in the steady flow measurements. This allowed
the membrane to bulge out, away from the cylinder top, until it burst at a
pressure difference of approximately ∆p = 105 Pa. The cylinder top hosts two
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Figure A.5: Damping ratio as a function of transmission line length, φ = 4 mm,
V = 4.8 · 10−7 m3.

seat-pressure measurement taps, one of which was used for measuring pressure
while the other was used as the pressure inlet. The pressures (both seat and
reference) were measured using Kistler 4045A5 transducers (same as used in
the valve experiments), at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz.

The step response revealed that the seat-pressure measurements installation
is overdamped, solid blue in Fig. A.7. The natural frequency is estimated,
using Eq. (A.2), to be ω0 = 5400 rad/s. By simulating the system defined by
Eq. (A.1), with a slightly smoothened step (dashed red) as input, and comparing
the response (dashed blue) to the measured step response the damping ratio
can be estimated to be ζ = 3.5. Using the values of ω0 and ζ the measured
pressure can be corrected using Eq. (A.1) to give a qualitative measurement of
the step (solid red). However since p depends on both dps/dt and d2ps/dt

2 any
noise will be significantly amplified. This means that this method of correction
should only be used for qualitative measurements.

The determination of ζ could be done by using the reference transducer
measurement (solid black in Fig. A.7) as input to the system simulation. However
since the transducer itself has a limited frequency response (natural frequency
of the Kistler 4045A5 is 80 kHz) the measured reference pressure is not truly
the pressure change. Thus it was decided to use the smoothened step as input.
In Fig. A.8 the step response is plotted (solid blue) together with the simulated
response using ω0 = 5400 rad/s and ζ = 3.5 but with the reference transducer
as input (dashed black). From this figure it can be seen that even if the step has
a slightly less aggressive gradient, the seat measurement would look relatively
similar. This is the big drawback of not having flush mounted transducers when
performing dynamic pressure measurements.
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Transducer

Reference
transducer tap Rubber membrane

Figure A.6: Setup used for step response test of the seat measurement installa-
tion.

Figure A.7: Step response of the seat measurement (p1 is the initial pressure
and p2 is the final pressure).
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Figure A.8: Step response of the seat measurement (solid blue) and the simulated
response using the reference transducer as input (dashed black).



Appendix B

Steady surface-flow oil-film visualization

In this appendix the flow-visualization experiments, performed on the static
valve setup, will be discussed. Shock angles were calculated using the online
Compressible Aerodynamics Calculator 3.0 by Devenport et al. (2014) and using
charts from Ames (1953).

This investigation was performed in an attempt to explain the two flow
regimes seen in the static valve experiments, see Fig. B.1. Regime-I refers to
the initial part of the curves, where a continuous increase of p0cyl/pback can be
seen, and regime-II refers to the part after the step in p0cyl/pback (p0cyl denotes
the cylinder total pressure and pback denotes the pressure in the outlet pipe).
It was hypothesized that the change in flow regime was linked to a change in
shock structures in the back pipe.

This hypothesis was tested using oil-film flow-visualization experiments.
The visualization paint consisted of a mixture of white spirit, olive oil and zinc
powder which was applied to the valve and the outlet pipe. In order for the
paint to dry (through evaporation of the white spirit) at the desired condition
the mass flow was quickly (approximately 10 s) run up to that condition. The
paint was then given approximately 3 min to dry under steady conditions, after
which the flow was abruptly switched off. A strip of black electrical tape was
applied to the outlet pipe in order to increase the visibility of the visualization
paint. The method of using a strip of tape was also used in an attempt to
visualize the surface patterns of the valve seat. However, due to the complexity
of the geometry it was not possible to gain any useful information about the
valve seat surface.

Due to the time consuming nature of the experiments (large parts of the
rig had to be disassembled between runs), flow visualization was not carried
out for all lifts and mass flows. The experiments used for this discussion were
carried out at a valve lift of ` = 5 mm, where the last tested point of regime-I
corresponds to ṁ = 220 g/s. Two mass flows will be discussed, corresponding
to regime-I and II: ṁ = 205 g/s at p0cyl = 211 kPa (regime-I) and ṁ = 285 g/s
at p0cyl = 295 kPa (regime-II).

Photographs of the valve head at the different mass flows are shown in
Fig. B.2. A separation of the leading edge, of the flat section of the valve, can
be seen for both mass flows (left: ṁ = 205 g/s, right: ṁ = 285 g/s). Also a
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Figure B.1: Ratio of cylinder total pressure over back pressure as a function of
mass flow for the steady flow experiment.

second deposit of paint can be seen, for both conditions, on the curved surface
of the valve. The second deposit is believed to be caused by a shock wave
originating from a saddle point in the flow area distribution (left in Fig. B.3).

The position of the shock wave on the valve was determined by fitting
ellipses to the shock deposit, the edge at the back of the flat section and to
the outer perimeter of the valve in images of the valve seen from the top (see
Fig. B.4). The radius, at which the deposit is located, is determined from the
distance from the deposit ellipse to the ellipses of the valve geometry (i.e. the
flat section edge and the outer perimeter). In Fig. B.5 the radius of the deposit
is plotted as a function of the azimuthal angle (Φ). These measurements show
a decrease in deposit radius corresponding to a 6◦ increase in shock angle for
regime-II as compared to regime-I. It is thus believed that this shock is similar
for both regimes. However the uncertainty in the determination of the position
of the deposit and the small difference in position makes it hard to make any
strong statements about the exact position of the shock.

Photographs of the valve stem at the different mass flows are shown in
Fig. B.6. For ṁ = 205 g/s (left in Fig. B.6) no distinct patterns can be seen on
the valve stem (the deposit of paint at the top of the valve stem is from the
valve guider). However, when considering the higher mass flow, ṁ = 285 g/s
(right panel in Fig. B.6) two distinct deposits can be seen (the deposit of paint
due to the valve guider can just be seen at the top of the photo). These are
thought to be caused by oblique shocks. The first of these two deposits (seen as
the lower in the photo) sits at the beginning of an increase of the stem diameter
(0.3 mm increase in diameter with a 13 mm radius). If the increase in diameter
is simplified as a linear increase in diameter it forms a 4◦ taper. Also, based
on A/A∗ (assuming that the A∗ is the minimum geometrical flow area) the
Mach number before the shock wave can be estimated to be M1 = 2.02. Using
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Figure B.2: Oil-film flow visualization of the valve head. Left: ṁ = 205 g/s,
right: ṁ = 285 g/s.

Figure B.3: Left: Geometrical flow area (A) as a function of the distance from
the cylinder bottom, tracking along the mid-line (s, the half distance between
the valve and seat/port). Only the region close to the minimum flow area is
shown. Right: Enlargement of the valve head region, magenta dashed line
shows the shock (for ṁ = 285 g/s) and the solid brown line shows the minimum
geometrical flow area at the seat saddle point.

this Mach number and deflection angle the conical shock-wave angle can be
estimated to be θs = 29.7◦.

The flow visualization of the outlet-pipe wall reveals a deposit of paint
similar (although “weaker”) to those on the valve stem, see Fig. B.7. Drawing a
straight line between the first deposit on the valve stem to this deposit gives a
shock angle of θs = 29◦. This ties up very well with the above estimated shock
angle. The shock is reflected against the pipe wall, with a reflection wave angle
of 27◦, back to the valve stem (causing a deposit of flow paint slightly upstream
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Figure B.4: Oil-film flow visualization of the valve head seen from the top. The
red lines marks the outer diameter of the valve, the inner diameter of the flat
section of the valve and the deposit made by the shock. Left: ṁ = 205 g/s,
right: ṁ = 285 g/s.

Figure B.5: Radius of the shock induced deposit around the valve. Dashed lines
and solid lines refers to a mass flow of 205 g/s and 285 g/s, respectively. The
horizontal lines mark the average radius of the deposit. Calculations using the
flat section inner edge and the valves outer perimeter are denoted inner and
outer respectively.

of the valve guider). A schematic sketch of all the shocks for ṁ = 285 g/s can
be seen in Fig. B.8.

The fact that the flow can be supersonic after the first shock (the shock
wave directly after the 45◦ flat section of the valve) indicates that the first shock
is a weak shock. If p0cyl ≤ 228 kPa the pressure loss over the shock wave is
large enough to cause the Mach number after the shock wave (M2) to be less
than one, corresponding to regime-I.
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Figure B.6: Oil-film flow visualization of the valve stem. Left: ṁ = 205 g/s,
right: ṁ = 285 g/s. N.B. The deposit of paint, for both mass flows, at the end
of the curved surface is caused by a scratch in the valve.

Figure B.7: Oil-film flow visualization of the outlet pipe wall for ṁ = 285 g/s
(the wall bounded shock is encircled by the red ellipse).

The observed shock pattern for ṁ = 285 g/s, and the lack of shocks in the
port and outlet pipe section for ṁ = 205 g/s, indicates that the two observed flow
regimes (see Fig. B.1 and §4.1) are associated with a change in shock structures
in the port and outlet pipe. From the ratio of cylinder total pressure to back
pressure from the dynamic valve experiments, it appears that the dynamic valve
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pback

Figure B.8: Sketch of the shock pattern for ṁ = 285 g/s, magenta dashed
lines marks the shocks and the deposit of flow paint caused by the valve guider
(distances are given in unit mm).

Figure B.9: Ratio of cylinder total pressure over back pressure as a function of
cylinder total pressure for ` = 5 mm.

never enters regime-II (see Fig. B.9). This indicates that shock structures for a
dynamic valve are different from those seen for steady conditions. To increase
the understanding of shock wave structures under unsteady conditions, it is
proposed to perform a series of shock visualization experiments under both
steady and dynamic conditions.
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